WHAT A NAME!

You may have noticed some odd names in *Chitty Chitty Bang Bang*. For example, Chitty is named for the sound she makes. Truly Scrumptious’ name literally means “Sincerely Delicious,” which reflects both her honest kindness and her family’s candy-making business. The Toymaker is named after his job. Each name provides information about the character.

Write a character description for the following names. Think about what their job might be, how they communicate, where they live, and what their personality is like. Afterwards, act out these characters!

Dr. Veronica Molar

Lucky N. Deed

Fly T. Flounder

Now come up with names that fit these characters. Afterwards, act out these characters!

_________________________________________ is a futuristic robot with super-human capabilities. For the most part, it runs smoothly, but every now and then its joints begin to squeak and spat. This robot still relies on beeps and boops in order to speak to its friends and family.

_________________________________________ grew up on a farm caring for animals and tending crops, but travelled to town on a unicycle and entertained people with jokes and egg juggling. This person is high spirited and wants to be a world famous farm clown.

_________________________________________ is a 13 year-old hula hoop champion who plays soccer and is a chess master. When not competing, this person likes to spend time at the local flower shop creating bouquets for events such as weddings.

What is your personality like? What do you enjoy doing? Create a new name for yourself!
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